Do you put the right strength on your grip ???
Hu hu hu … ….(panting)，gripping the dog
leash all the time when walking …

The overwhelming majority of people can’t
grip tight for long, because put the
strength of wrong region to pull
Many people have the problem when walking the
dog with a leash, sometimes dog will try hard to
pursue some objects which make the dog feel
curious.
Our hands have natural weak strength of
congenital deficiency that’s due to small bones
and tiny muscles, and it’s the reason why the
most of us can not grip something for long,
When we suffer from kind of unexpected and
vigorous pull , our hands do not have enough
power to grip the leash tightly and keep the dog
not run away, additionally we always put the only
hand’s strength on gripping, and then we may try
our best to grip the leash , finally having no
choice to be dragged when the pulling power can
not be taken.

We need this product to protect our hands from that unexpected situation. In
addition, we need it in normal situation to reduce pressure of hands.
Leashes provide a clear method of communication and ensure control during walking of
dogs, Having the dog wear a leash is a way of protecting the dog and other persons on the
street. When walking the dog in crowded places they can get easily confused and lost or
they could be involved in car accidents. Also, crowded places might cause them distress
which might result in attacking a person. Therefore , the answer is that you need to get a
safe grip for the good control of walking your dog first .

Super labor-saving, Great protection!!
HIPPOmate

EFFECT EaseGrip
Brand-new Assistant
Suitable for…
Suitable for all kinds of leashes for all dogs, including pet dogs, working dogs
and guide dogs…etc.

Features
 Made of very durable material, made by stitching not adhesives, it
will last for a very long time.
 The neoprene pad will offer more stability and make users feel
more comfortable.
 It is stable and safe as a result of its smart design which is a patent
construction.
 EFFECT Ease Grip is attached easily to the leash and has a quick
release if required.

A quick release device

Demonstration

Just open it
PS. It’s important part of buckle that remains clearance and keep the wrist
decorations or others away from the buckle, avoiding to block the strap
releasing

The reasons why we should use EFFECT EaseGrip

For long time , we are probably not conscious of many pulls & tugs on our
fingers, Palm, and wrist, but it can be a cause of joint damage and may
develop chronic harm.
Our hand includes fingers, palm and wrist and is composed of many small delicate bones
and joints. Our hands can help us to do many complicated and skillful actions in daily life
These are executed by the contraction of many tiny muscles in our hands.
Our hands play a big part in our daily life, especially gripping something. However, our hands
are so delicate and the muscles so tiny that they are very easily to damaged; therefore, it is
very important to protect our hands.

Put the right strength on

Dog can not talk but take the action only when needs, loving your dog and going to protect
your dog , other people on the street and yourself.
Let the right strength to work, using EFFECT EaseGrip that you can free your fingers, palm
and wrist from pressure and more strength of your whole arm to take care your dog in the
good control !! .
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Analysis of hand’s joints

The area in red shows the pressure of
joints when we pull or tug something.
After

Analysis of hand’s joints

Already unburdened the load from
fingers, palm and wrist

The Practical Applications of EFFECT EaseGrip

offers the wrist a great protection and complete fit for your hand , EFFECT EaseGrip
unburdens the load from your fingers, palm and wrist, and it’s good for people to hold and
grip something, especially for old people or people who have suffered from hand injury.
Ap p lication s

To save your strength and protect hands when grip, pull and lift something in
many situations
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walking your dog
gripping with the a cane
shopping
carrying hand luggage or trunk
recovering from a workout
paddling

WALKING THE DOG

WALKING WITH A STICK

HOLDING LUGGAGE / TRUNK

WORKOUT OF RECOVERY
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CARRY STUFF BY HAND

